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Over 1000 visit Norfolk  
Norfolk celebrates a new era in tourism opportunities following the successful disembarkation 
of some 1000 cruise passengers via the newly engineered pontoon facility at Cascade. Norfolk 
Island provided these passengers with a unique experience that involved the opportunity to 
explore our island’s wide spectrum of appeal, through coordinated tours, shopping 
experiences, culture and panoramic views.  
 
The Pacific Sun is the first of many cruise ships to visit the shores of Norfolk Island over the 
coming months. Thanks are due to many (if not everyone) within our community for the many 
levels of technical, physical and social assistance that was required to coordinate such a 
successful visit. 
 
The Minister for Tourism said “Although it is not possible within the confines of this media 
release to recognise the efforts of the many individuals involved in this magnificent effort, I 
would like to specifically mention the work of Neville Christian, the Cruise ship working 
group, Colin Henstock, the works depot and lighterage crews, Harry Peacock and the shipping 
company, P&O landing staff and management and finally the charter boat operators who 
provided marine support and assisted the tender operators to manoeuvre safely into Cascade. 
 
Without the capability of these individuals the successful landing of passengers and the flow 
on benefit to the community would not have been possible.  
 
Norfolk Islanders as usual, came to the party with a warm welcome for the visitors and we 
know that those who chose to come ashore had an enriching experience. We are very proud 
that our community came together and made this visit an experience for all to remember.” 
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